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For this analysis: labels: as photographed and included above from citation: bracket: what might be the 

1st stanza 
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bracket: what might be the 2nd stanza 

 

I believe it’s about 

“shelter”  

why first it uses 

the word 

second: you/one 

might brake-break 

from the “whistle”  

of life; in 

your version 

of “  “ 

what might be the 

1st stanza, see 

picture: declares 

how to be? 

or what it’s  

like to be on  

break from 

the “whistle”  

of external  

to your version 

theme: versions of rest [housing, not housing, …?] 

theme music citation: adam ant wonderful & Madonna this used to be my playground 

of “ “  
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the what might 

be 2nd [see picture] 

stanza describes 

what is 

this working  

version of  

the poet’s  “ “ [disclaimer: if even if derived away from actual reality/ experiential reality of real] 

perhaps a side 

consumptive notification 

might be howis this 

a both, a 

“D-F” 

D: “leaves” 

“triangle” 

“richly” 

“life” 

“horn”  

F: “words?” 

“memory?” 

“dug-out” 

“gut” 

“more than vanity”  
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